
 

HEAVEN 
Processing Questions 10/14/18  

Starter Questions  
If you were to throw a dinner party, who would you invite and why? Pick one old friend (not 
family members or someone in the room), one celebrity, and one historical figure. 

Message Questions  
Matt addressed a number of questions about Heaven: concerning animals, memories, angels, 
etc. What stuck out to you?  

Read John 14:1-4. If we have a boring, bland vision of Heaven, we’ll have a boring, bland 
vision of our life now as we head toward Heaven. When you imagine Heaven, what images 
come to your mind? Are those images appealing and compelling? Why or why not? 

Matt suggested that in eternity, we’ll retain our identities and our memories. Many people 
paint Heaven as this otherworldly, ghostly place, rather than a place a lot like this world, only 
better. There you’ll be who you are here, but more fully who you were meant to be. How does 
that change the way you oftentimes imagine eternity? 

Have someone read Matthew 8:11. The reoccurring image of Heaven that Jesus gives us is a 
feast and a party. How does that impact the way you envision our experience in eternity? 

Have someone dynamically read Revelation 21:1-7. What’s the most compelling part of that 
passage to you? 

Challenge 
Name the first person that come to mind (outside of family or the people in the room) that 
you hope to see at your eternal table? Is there someone you want to see there, that hasn’t 
been invited yet? 

Have someone read Romans 8:1. Eternity in Heaven is entirely based on grace, not whether 
or not someone “led a good life.” Where do you need to let more grace into your life? Where 
do you need to let grace overflow to others in your life? 



(Leader’s Note: We’re doing baptisms next week. If anyone expresses an interest in embracing 
eternal grace or fully devoting themselves to following Jesus, let them know that it’s an option 
and reach out to TODD to have him contact them.) 


